One major goal of complexity theory is to seperate complexity classes such as IL and N L or to prove their coincidence. As usual, IL and NL denote the classes of all languages A which can be accepted by deterministic and nondeterministic logspace bounded Turing machines, respectively. The nonuniform counterparts Y and J-9 are the languages for which there are a polynomial p(n) and an advice CI, E (0, 1 }*, where 1~1~1 <p(n), such that a deterministic or nondeterministic Turing machine, resp., accepts w # c(, within logspace, 1~1 = n ( # is an additional tape symbol) if and only if w belongs to A. ,A C-decision graph (DG) T,,, for 2 a finite alphabet, is a directed acyclic graph with the following properties.
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One major goal of complexity theory is to seperate complexity classes such as IL and N L or to prove their coincidence. As usual, IL and NL denote the classes of all languages A which can be accepted by deterministic and nondeterministic logspace bounded Turing machines, respectively. The nonuniform counterparts Y and J-9 are the languages for which there are a polynomial p(n) and an advice CI, E (0, 1 }*, where 1~1~1 <p(n), such that a deterministic or nondeterministic Turing machine, resp., accepts w # c(, within logspace, 1~1 = n ( # is an additional tape symbol) if and only if w belongs to A. ,A C-decision graph (DG) T,,, for 2 a finite alphabet, is a directed acyclic graph with the following properties.
It has exactly one source, i.e., a node with indegree 0. -Every node has outdegree 0 or 121.
Sinks, i.e., nodes with outdegree 0 are labelled by 0 or 1. -Branching nodes, i.e., nodes with outdegree ICI, are labelled i, for some 1~ i < n, and the 121 outgoing arcs are labelled by the element of 2, where each 0 E C occurs exactly once.
To every word W, u12 . ~1, = w E 27' there corresponds a unique path p,, 232 Clearly, the real-time model is more powerful than the read-once-only model. Again Zak (manuscript) proved a 2R'A' lower bound. Kriegel and Waack (1988) studied the real-time decision graph complexity of the Dyck language 0:. It is known that the membership problem for the Dyck language 0: is identical with the word problem of the free group of rank m. A (2m)"'24 lower bound was obtained for real-time decision graphs, and a y/48 lower bound for the real-time branching program complexity of an encoding of D;T;. No superpolynomial lower bound is known even in the case of readtwice-only branching programs.
Another approach that recently gained popularity is proving lower bounds for levelled branching programs for which several additional constraints are imposed.
A decision graph is called levelled iff its set of nodes is partitioned in a sequence of pairwise disjoint sets (the levels) such that arcs go from each level to the next level only. The width of a levelled decision graph is the maximum number of nodes on any level. The length is the number of levels.
In Ajtai et al. (1986) an Q(n log n/log log n) lower bound was proved for the size of levelled branching programs the width of which is bounded by (log n) O(" for almost all symmetric Boolean functions and in particular for the following function. "The sum of the input variables is a quadratic residue mod p," where p is a prime between P"~ and P'!~. Alon and Maass (1986) studied oblivious decision graphs of bounded width. A decision graph is called oblivious (ODG) if it is levelled and the nodes of any level are labelled by one and the same input variable. In Alon and Maass (1986) among others the sequence equality function Qn is investigated. Q is defined over the 3-letter alphabet (0, 1, 2). Qzn (al, a?, . . . . a,, b,, b2, . . . . b,) = 1 iff the sequence obtained from a, ~1~ ... a,, by omitting all occurrences of 2 coincides with the one obtained in the same way from h,h,... b,,. It is shown that for any 1 bs d l/4 log n, if the width of an oblivious decision graph computing Qz,, is at most 2""'", then its length is Q(n s). Krause ( 1991) considered oblivious read-k-times-only branching programs with the additional restriction that the variables occur only blockwise and in each block in the same order (k*-programs).
He gave examples of functions which do not belong to PePi but which can be computed by the help of polynomially bounded 2*-branching programs. In fact, a quadratic upper bound was given.
Further, an exponential lower bound for k*-branching programs, where k is a fixed number, was proved for the following problem. Decide whether a given subset YE [F,, x [F, , containes the graph of a polynomial over [F, of degree less than n/3, where n is assumed to be a prime number.
For log n <s(n) <n, s nondecreasing, let SIZE,,,,,,l"(S(n)) be the class of all formal languages over a finite alphabet which can be decided by' a sequence of oblivious decision graphs of linear bounded length, and of O(S(n)) bounded size. SIZJLG<,.,,~(~ O(I)) is denoted by .Yoo n.h" The investigations which are carried out in this work are motivated as follows.
(i) There is no superpolynomial lower bound known for read-ktimes-only decision graphs, if k 3 2. It is interesting whether this is possible when imposing further constraints.
(ii) The so called graph accessibility problems are well-known in complexity theory. Savitch (1977) proved that the usual graph accessibility problem (GAP) is NL-complete with respect to logspace reductions. In Meinel (1987) it is shown that GAP is ,V'Y-complete with respect to p-projection reductions, whereas the graphs accessibility problems GAP1 and GAPMONl for directed graphs of outdegree one and directed monotone graphs of outdegree 1, respectively, (see Section 3) are proved to be Y-complete.
The problem GAPMONl should be easier than the problem GAPl. Is it possible to substantiate this? (iii) Up to now there are essentially two types of models of restricted decision graphs for which superpolynomial lower bounds can be proved, These are the read-once-only model and the model of oblivious decision graphs of small length. The question is how these two models are related to each other.
We consider problems belonging to 11. The only exception is the word problems of one-relator groups. The results are the following.
(i) We prove exponential lower bounds for the graph accessibility problems GAP and GAP1 (Theorem 3.6) and for all word problems of finite group presentations for which there is a subset of the set of generators which is a basis for a free subgroup (Theorem 3.8).
(ii) In Section 2 we introduce the so called l-projection reductions. It turns out that -SIZE,,0,,1J20(s(n)) ) is closed under f-projection reductions (Proposition 2.3); -GAPMONl belongs to gDc,,,,, (Proposition 2.4) and consequently because of Theorem 3.6 GAPMONl is properly less than GAP1 with respect to I-projection reductions.
(iii) We prove the following results.
-%GI . is not contamed m poG,,,ln. The sequence equality function Qzn for which an exponential lower bound was proved in Alon and Maass (1986) when input oblivious decision graphs are used does belong to Ybo, (Proposition 2.7).
p&,,m is not contained in YDG,. The function HALF-CLIQUE,X, which belongs to &, ,,,," (Proposition 2.5), does not belong to 9 DGI (Zak, 1984 ).
-
The union of YDG, and pDG,,,,. is properly contained in Y. The word problem of the free group for which there are exponential lower bounds for both models (see Kriegel and Waack (1988) and Theorem 3.8) belongs to Il. This result suggests that current techniques do not suffice to separate [L from larger complexity classes.
REDUCIBILITY, AND UPPER BOUNDS
It is standard in complexity theory to introduce reducibility notions in order to compare the complexity of two given problems. In accordance with Skyum and Valiant (1981) we say that a mapping rc,: { yi, yz, . . . . ym} -+ (x, , Xi, x2, X,, . . . . x,, %,, 0, 1 } is a projection reduction from a set A E (0, 1)" to a set BE {O, 1)" iff Let L and L' be two sets contained in (0, 1 I\*. (71,: { y,, v2, . . . . y,(,,} -+ {XI, 21, -Y2, x2, . . . . x,, x,, 0, 1 } 1 n E N > is called a p-projection reduction from L to L', if for each n E N n, is a projection reduction from L'") to L"p'"", and if p(n) = O(nk), where k is a constant. Then we say that L is p-projection reducible to L'. { rr, 1 n E N } is called an I-projection reduction iff p(n) = O(n). For practical reasons we generalize the notion of a projection reduction to languages over an arbitrary alphabet.
Let z and I-be finite alphabets, and let A E 2" and BE P be two sets. A projection reduction rc,, from A to B is defined to be such that the following conditions are fulfilled.
6) x,.0 is a map from ( 1, 2, . . . . m } -+ { 1, 2, . . . . n} 0 r, where for any two sets the binary operation symbol "0" means the disjoint union.
(ii) The index set .a is defined to be rc,;d( { 1, 2, . . . . rz}).
(iii) The local functions 7~,,~, i E 4, map C to IY (iv) A = (rr,*)-' (B), where rc,*: ,?I" + P is defined as follows:
n,,,di) otherwise.
We agree that if w is a word over a finite alphabet, then MI(~) or \t'; denotes the ith letter of w.
The proof of Lemma 2.1 can be viewed as an illustration of this kind of reduction.
We remark that the reducibility notion for arbitrary alphabets coincides with the usual one for Boolean functions, if we restrict ourselves to C= r= (0, l}. Now we can define p-projection reductions and I-projection reductions for languages over arbitrary alphabets in the straightforward way.
Obviously, p-projection reducibility relation as well as I-projection reducibility relation are transitive. We are justified to say that two given languages are equivalent with respect to p-projection reductions or with respect to l-projection reductions.
Remember that a language L is complete for a complexity class K with respect to a reducibility notion iff K is closed under this reductions, L E lib, and each language K E K can be reduced to the language L.
One natural way to get l-projection reductions is to consider reductions via a balanced homomorphism.
A homomorphism 4: Z* -+ r*, where C and r are finite alphabets, is called balanced iff for all (T, cr'~C we have I&a)1 = I&r+)1 =: 141.
A language L E Z* is called bh-reducible to a languagel' c r* if there is a balanced homomorphism 4:
Proof
Let 4 (ii) GAP is complete for .&"Y with respect to p-projection reductions.
The proof of the following proposition is very easy and so is omitted. PROPOSITION 2.3. Let s: N --t N be a nondecreasing function such that log n 6 s(n) <n, andfor each E > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that S(E .n) < 6 .s(n). Then the c/ass SIZE,G",,~"(20'"'"") is closed with respect to I-projection reductions.
PROPOSITION 2.4. GAPMONl belongs to &,G,,,tn.
Proof: In order to show that GAMONl belongs to .cF~~,,,,,, we describe a one-way Turing machine which works in logspace and which decides the problem. We assume that the adjacency matrix A(G) is written in lines on the input tape. The machine simply follows the directed path starting in node 1. If there occurs more than one coefficient in one row which equals one, then it will reject. It has only to store the index of the current vertex on the working tape. This can be done in logspace. 1
Another problem is to check whether an undirected graph G has a halfclique. Let V= {u, , u,, . . . . uN] be the set of vertices. G is a halfclique iff there is a subset 1~ { 1, 2, . . . . Nf of cardinality N/2 such that {uil ig I) is a clique, whereas the complement of this set in V is an isolated set of vertices in G. The graph G is uniquely determined by the upper half of its adjacency matrix A(G)=(u,,,),.~,,.,, where (ii) HALFCLIQUE,, belongs to C$,G,,,ln.
Proof. The first claim is due to Zak (1984) . In fact he proved a 2 N'3--o(N1 lower bound, where N was the number of vertices of the graph under consideration.
Let us turn to claim (ii). We reline a construction due to Wegener (1988) . It is well-known that there is a read-once-only branching program B(x, , x2, . . . . Here m is assumed to be even. The resulting node is defined to be rejecting. The program for which furthermore the sink numbered m/2 -1 is declared to be accepting, whereas the sink numbered 0 is also a rejecting one, denoted by B"(x,, x1, . . . . x,). Now let us construct an input oblivious branching program of linear length for HALFCLIQUE,, n = ( y). Define
Then take a program B"(y,, y,, . . . . yN) and replace all nodes of the lth level by the program T,. There output 0 of T, becomes the source of the arc of T, labelled 0, output N/2 -1 becomes the source of the arc labelled 1, and the third output of T, is a rejecting one. Formally, of course, it is not allowed in an oblivious program to reject in a level which is not the last one. But we can easily overcome this problem by asking dummy questions.
The resulting program classifies correctly, since a graph G is a halfclique iff the cardinality of vertices having outdegree N/2 -1 is N/2 whereas all other vertices have degree 0. m In Ajtai et al. (1986) the notion of an eraser Turing machine is introduced. That machine has a special read-once-only input tape. By means of an indexing tape, the machine decides in the course of the computation in what order to read the input. After one input cell has been read, it is erased, and the machine will never ask for it again. In order to relate eraser Turing machines to decision graphs, we need the concept of nonuniform eraser Turing machines. These machines are allowed to use a polynomially restricted advice a( [WI), where CI: N + 10, 1 }*, to decide the input u'. The following theorem is proved in Meinel, Krause, and Waack (1988) . THEOREM 2.6. The class 9&, equals the class of all languages which can be accepted by a log n-space bounded nonuniform eraser Turing machine.
We use that theorem to prove the following (ii) The sequence equality function Qzn does not belong to the class SIZE DG~J,"(~"'"')~ Hence SIZEDG,,,,n(20'n)'CS'ZEDG,~,,,n(20'n').
ProoJ Claim (ii) follows directly from the result of Alon and Maass (1980) which has already been quoted. Let us turn to claim (i). We describe a nonuniform logspace-bounded eraser Turing machine. For any input of even length 2n the advice is an encoding of the number IZ. All inputs of odd length are advised to be rejected.
The machine simulates two counters. The contents of counter one is the index of the input cell of the left part the machine will read next. Counter one is diminished by one after having read the associated cell.
The same is valid for counter two and the right part of the input. The only exception is, that the contents of counter two is increased by one after having read the input cell the index of which was stored.
Initially counter one equals n, and counter two equals n + 1. The machine initializes them by the help of the advice. Then the computation is devided into at most n global steps.
During any global step the machine works as follows. It reads on the left part of the input as long as it will find a "O", a "1" or the left end marker of the input tape. Then it will turn to the right, and it will do the same. The input is rejected, if it will find another symbol than it found on the left side.
If no further global step is possible, and it has not yet rejected, the input is accepted. 1 Now let us turn to word problems. First we consider free groups. Let A = {a,, u2, . ..) a,}, m b 2. Assume that (A) is the free group on A. The integer m is called the rank of the group. Then each element of (A) can be represented as a word over the alphabet 4 := A q {a; ', a; ', . . . . a; ' >.
Given two words wr and wI! over 4. It is well-known tht w1 is freely equal to u'2, i.e., )Y, and w2 define one and the same element in (A), iff LV, can be transformed into MT> by a finite sequence of the following rules: (i) replace ujul:' by 1; (ii) replace ui'ui by 1; (iii) the inverse of (i); (iv) the inverse of (ii), where 1 denotes the empty word.
A word w is called freely reduced iff neither rule (i) nor rule (ii) can be applied to u'. Obviously, each group element of (A ) has a unique reduced representation over 4.
A word is called cyclically reduced iff w is reduced and moreover the first letter of w is not equal to the inverse of the last letter.
In general, a group G is called finitely presented iff there are a finite set A = {u,, uz, . . . . a,> and a finite set of reduced words R= (r,, r2, . . . . r,> such that G z (A)/cl(R), where cl(R) denotes the smallest normal subgroup containing R. We say that G has the finite presentation (a,, a,, ..', a,; R) and we also write G= (A; R).
The word problem of (a,, a,, . . . . a,,,; R > is the language W<a,, a2, . . . . a,; R)) := {w E A* 1 w = 1 in G}. Let us denote W(")( (a,, u2, . . . . a,; R)) := W( (a,, u2, . . . . a,; R)) n A".
Let us consider the following two examples. First we have a look at the presentation (a,, u2, . . . . a,, 1; 1). It is trivial that this is a presentation of the free group of rank m.
Second consider (a,, u2, . . . . a,; r ), where r is a cyclically reduced word. Groups which can be represented in such a way are called one-relator groups. Two basic theorems on one-relator groups are the Freiheitssutz and the solvability of the word problem. These results were obtained by Magnus in the early 1930's (see Magnus (1930 Magnus ( , 1932 .) THEOREM 2.8 (Freiheitssatz).
Let G = (a,, a,, . . . . a,, . . . . r ), where r is cyclically reduced. If L is a subset of {a,, u2, . . . . a,, . ..} which omits a generator occuring in r, the subgroup M generated by L is freely generated by L. Now we are prepared to prove the following. LEMMA 2.9. (i) The word problem W((a,, a*, . . . . a,,,, 1; 1)) is bh-reducible to the word problem W ( (a,, az, . . . . a,,,) ).
(ii) Let (a,, a,, . . . . a,; r) be a one-relator group. Then the word problem of (b,, b,, . . . . b, > is bh-reducible to the word problem of <aI, a2, . . . . a,, , ; r>.
(iii) Let G= (a,, a,, . . ..a.,,; R) be a group presentation. Let LE {a,, a,, . . . . a,,,} such that L is a basis of a free subgroup of G. Then the word problem of the free group of rank I LI is bh-reducible to WCs,, a2, -., a,; R)). This 4 defines a group monomorphism. Hence claim (i) is proved. Claim (ii) follows directly from the Freiheitssatz. Claim (iii) is obvious. 1
Remark.
The symbol "1" equals the unit of the free group. It is usually represented by the empty word. But it is useful in the proof of 3.7 to have this redundant generator for technical reasons.
LOWER BOUNDS
Put [n] = (1, 2, . . . . n} and let n := (yi, y,, . . . . y,) be a sequence of elements of [n] . Let 2, and Z, be two disjoint substs of [n] .
We say that a {Z,, Z,}-alternation occurs at index i in the sequence n iff the following conditions are satisfied.
(i) yj belongs to Z, uZ,.
(ii) There is a k > i such that )jk E Z, u Z,.
(iii) yi EZ1 iff ynci,EZ2, where H(i) :=min{kIk>i, y,eZ, uZ,}.
The number of indices i at which there occurs a {Z,, Z,}-alternation is called the alternation length of n with respect to {Z,, Z2}.
The following lemma is a straightforward consequence of a Ramseytheoretic lemma due to Alon and Maass (1986) . In this work we often use sheaves in the context of the following lemma. The proof is pure routine and so is omitted. Informally speaking it claims that if palindromes are reducible to a language, then that language contains a sheaf. The following lemma supplies a lower bound for input oblivious decision graphs in terms of sheafs of the problems under consideration. Similar methods were developed in Ajtai et al. (1986) , Alon and Maass (1986) , and Krause (1991) . '. Then we define li to be the node to which at least 22'/02i-1 many of these words lead. Now it follows that
The following theorem claims that the complexity of a language is high if it contains a sheaf in a rather general position. THEOREM 3.4. Let s: N + N be a nondecreasing function, log n < s(n) < n, and let L c .E* be a language. Assume that for all E, 0 < E -C 112, there is a 6, 0 < 6, such that for infinitely many natural numbers n the following condition is fulfilled:
There is a partition I, u I, = [n] such that [I,[ 3 Ln/2_1, j= 1,2, and for any two subsets Y, c I,, Y, E 12, ( Yi) > E. n, there is a sheaf with support {Z,, Z,} in L'"' of thickness greater than or equal to 6. s(n), where Zi E Yi, i= 1, 2.
Then L $ SIZEr,o~,,,ln(20("').
Proof. Let ( Tn)neN be a sequence of input oblivious decision graphs of length c .n, where c is fixed, and of width w(n). Let us pick a natural number n for which the assumptions are fulfilled. Let I, u I, = [n] be the partition. Let n be the index sequence of T,,. Obviously, there are subsets X, s I,, IX,\ 2 Ln/4_1, i = 1, 2, such that each i E X, u X, occurs in n at most 4c times. Then by Lemma 3.1 there are disjoint sets Y, and Y,, 1 Y, 1 3 n 2-8L., i= 1, 2, such that the alternation length of n with respect to ( Y,, Y, 1 is bounded by 8c, and Yi c X,.
By the assumptions there are a 6 > 0 and a sheaf with support {Z, , Z, > in L(") of thickness greater than 6. s(n), where Z, E Y,, and Z, c_ Y,. Clearly, the alternation length of n with respect to (Z,, Z,} is also bounded by 8c. By Lemma 3.3 it follows that log,(SIZE(T,)) 2 (@cl .3(n). I LEMMA 3.5. Let E be a subset of {(i,j)Il<i,j<N, i#j}, lE (> [ . N(N -1 ) , where [ E (0, 1) is a real. Let FG [n] be a 'forbidden" set of numbers such that 1 6 I FI < T N, where T is another constant, 0 < z < 1, and [ -27 > 0.
Then there is a set E' c ( 1, 2, . . . . Nj3 such that
implies that (i,j)EEand(i,k)EE.
Proof
We call a pair (i, j) incident to a number k iff k E {i, j}. First we remove from E all pairs incident to a number belonging to F. We denote the remaining set of pairs by E". Since at most 22 . N(N -1) pairs are incident to a number from F, we get 1 E"I k (i -2~) . N(N -1).
At least ([ -2r) . N pairs belonging to E" have the same first component. We pick two of them. Thus we get a triple (i, j, k) such that i # j# k # i, (i, j) E E", (i, k) E E". (i, j, k) is the first element of the set E'. Next we add i, j, k to the forbidden set of numbers. Now the process iterates. We can proceed 2 times in that way as long as Now we are prepared to prove THEOREM 3.4. Both GAP1 and GAP do not belong to SIZEDG,,,,,(20(n"*)).
Proof. The proofs for both assertions are identical. We shall settle down to GAPl. We shall carry out the proof on the basis of Theorem 3.4. We write x(i, j) instead of xtiiJ. Define, for each i E { 1, . . . . m}, X(X(ai, bi)) I= y,, x(x(u~, Ci)) := jji, n(x(d,, ei)) I= ylrn+ l-i, and rc(x(h, g,)) := Jrm+ r pi. Moreover we set 1 = ~(X(b;, dj)) = n(x(ci, fi)) = +(e,, ai+ 1)) =~(X(gi,u;+l))=~r(x(l, ~l))=~bk,,~)). does not belong to SIZEDG0,,,J2"'"').
ProoJ
We have to apply Theorem 3.4. Let Y,, Y, be two disjoint subsets of [n] , / Y, ( 3 E . n, i = 1, 2. Let 2; G Y, be the subsets such that i E 2, and Jo Zz implies w.1.o.g. i-c j. We know that lZil > (~/2) n, i = 1, 2. Assume that lZ,l = JZ,J. We show that (Z,, Z,) is the support of a sheaf in W"((a,, a2, . . . . a,, 1; 1)) of thickness IZ, 1 = IZ,l > (c/2) .?z =: n'.
We put all input variables xj, j$ Z, u Z2, to be 1. Since 1 equals 1 in the group we have again a word problem of shorter length n'. We consider words of length n' over the alphabet {a,, a2, . . . . a,, a; I, . . . . a; ' ) of the type UV-~ =: w(u, u), where u, v E {aI, a2, . . . . am}""'. Obviously, w(u, v) = 1 iff u 5 v. Now it is no problem to define a projection reduction from the palindromes to the word problem in the required way. i
If we combine the previous lemma with Lemma 2.9 and Proposition 2.3 we easily get THEOREM 3.8. The word problem of the presentation (a,, a,, . . . . a,,,) of the free group and of finitely generated one-relator groups (6,) b,, . . . . b, ; r ) do not belong to SIZE,,0,,1J2"("'). Proof: The result follows from Theorem 3.8 and the well-known theorem due to Lipton and Zalcstein (1977) which states that the word problem of the free group is solvable in logspace. 1 RECEIVED November 14, 1988; FINAL MANUSCRIPT RECEIVED March 13, 1990 
